
 

 
PRESS RELEASE 
Rik Maenhout strengthens the MultiPress ERP software team 
 

Integration of MultiPress MIS/ERP software into Agfa Apogee delivers unprecedented efficiency gain. 
 

Bruges, 15 April 2020 - Dataline, the market leader in ERP/MIS solutions for graphics production companies, has 

announced that Rik Maenhout has joined the company as of April 2020. He becomes Project Manager MultiPress for both 

Belgian and international operations. 

 

Because Dataline is already thinking about how to continue its growth in the post-Corona era, the ambitious firm from Bruges 

is strengthening its existing team. Rik Maenhout will assist with the ongoing implementation of both national and international 

MultiPress projects. Rik is a familiar face in the graphics industry. With more than 25 years of experience, he is a truly 

results-oriented team player and a real hands-on expert in MultiPress.  With a bachelor’s degree in Graphical Techniques from 

Higro/Artevelde, he began his career at Crea Print Group and Die Keure with roles including team leader, project manager 

and supply chain officer. 

 

Dirk Deroo, CEO of Dataline, comments: “MultiPress is still experiencing extraordinary growth both in Belgium and abroad. So 

Rik Maenhout’s arrival at Dataline is extremely welcome. With Rik’s extensive knowledge and experience of workflow 

reorganisation, MultiPress implementations and inventory management optimisations, Rik is the ideal person to help support 

newcomers as well as experienced professionals in MultiPress”.  

About Dataline and MultiPress 

Dataline Solutions develops ERP business software for dynamic offset, digital, finishing, signage, large-format & textile printing 

companies (MultiPress) and advertising & communication agencies (QuoJob). 

 

MultiPress is an MIS/ERP software solution developed for the needs of the graphics industry that links all administrative, commercial, 

financial, and logistics processes within a graphics company. It includes a CRM function, quotations, order management, logistics & 

shipment management, planning and invoicing. Integrating all production software a company might need, MultiPress automates the 

exchange of information. Administration, sales and production are linked in a fully integrated solution. MultiPress accelerates 

processes, increases efficiency, eliminates errors and ensures transparency of all costs. With more than 10,000 users, MultiPress is 

the standard MIS/ERP software in Belgium and the Netherlands. Growing throughout Europe, the software is now used in 19 countries 

and available in 11 language versions. For more information, visit www.dataline.eu.. 
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Marketing Director 
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